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WHAT IS GRIZZLIES RACING?

Grizzlies Racing is Oakland University’s Formula SAE team. We are a diverse team

of students that design and build a Formula-style racing vehicle. Formula SAE is an

international student automotive competition series organized by SAE

International.

Collegiate teams are responsible for designing and building a Formula-style

vehicle in accordance with the competition rules each year. The teams compete in

static and dynamic event categories. In static events, teams are judged based on

the following principles: engineering practices, design reasoning, overall vehicle

quality, cost associated in building the vehicle, and a scenario-based business

presentation. There are four dynamic events: skidpad, acceleration, autocross and

endurance. Skidpad is a figure-eight style track layout meant to gauge the

maximum lateral G-force with which the car can operate. Acceleration is a straight

track, comparable to a drag race, that tests the acceleration of the car. Autocross

is an event in which each driver races a single lap to try and set the fastest time.

Endurance is a similar autocross, however, the drivers are required to complete

twenty-two kilometers and the fuel consumption is measured. Different point

values are awarded for each event, and the team with the highest grand total wins

the competition. World rankings are based on the sum of all of a team's

competition points.

WHY ENGAGE WITH GRIZZLIES RACING?

Engaging with grizzlies racing can provide your organization with a variety of

opportunities. Each tiered sponsorship level provides unique benefits to your

business. These benefits range from invitations to team testing days to having a

company logo on our vehicle. This provides excellent exposure as our vehicle

appears at numerous events each year. These events may include the North

American International Auto Show, the Woodward Dream Cruise, and various

Formula SAE events. Other possible opportunities include recognition on our

social media platforms (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn) and website.

Additionally, Sponsors may be invited to events and testing days hosted by

Grizzlies Racing. Meeting with team members at testing days and other

networking events is a great way to see how your sponsorship contributes to our

team success, and a great way to build connections.



ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY TIERS

Tiers & Benefits
Contributor

($100-$2,499)
Bronze

($2,500-$5,499)
Silver

($5,500-$7,999)
Gold

($8,000-$10,999)
Platinum

($11,000+)

Invitation to
Testing Days

X X X X X

Company Logo
on Website

& 5” Logo on
Vehicle

X X X X

Access to the
Team’s Resume

Bank
X X X

Social Media &
Website

Recognition
X X X

Framed Team
Photo

X X

11” Company
Logo on Vehicle

X



Sponsorship & Billing Information


